Detection of Chikungunya virus in The Gambia through a newly implemented sentinel surveillance program
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Abstract

We characterized 01 autochthonous chikungunya virus (CHIKV) case from (The Gambia) through a newly implemented local arboviruses surveillance program in the, highlighting the first notification of the virus in the Country. Identified virus is closely related to CHIKV West African genotype detected in Kédougou (Senegal) in 2023 and responsible of a large outbreak with up to 300 confirmed cases. This work describes...
the first genomic proof subregional spread of CHIKV West African genotype in West Africa.

**Background**

Emerging infectious diseases, particularly respiratory diseases and arboviruses, pose significant global threats, notably in developing countries (1). The emergence of viral infections has highlighted the need for effective surveillance for early detection of epidemic diseases. Since 2011, both Senegal’s Ministry of Health and Institut Pasteur de Dakar (IPD) have established the Syndromic Sentinel Surveillance Network in Senegal (4S Network), which includes community sites, health centers, and three hospital sites (2,3). The network has reported over 30 outbreaks since 2015 (data not shown), with an increase in arboviruses/viral hemorrhagic fevers detection in 11 regions. This successful model is now planned to be extended to other West African countries through a collaboration between IPD, the West African Health Organization (WAHO) and Africa CDC through the Regional Integrated Surveillance and Laboratory Network RISLNET Project. One of these countries is The Gambia, a neighboring country of Senegal. If the country has already a surveillance system for both malaria (4) and other NTDs (5).

Herein, we describe the setting-up of a 4S-based surveillance system in The Gambia through the RILSNET program and the subsequent detection of the first Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) infection ever reported in the country.

**The study**

From January to February 2023, a multidisciplinary team involving virologists and epidemiologists from IPD was deployed in the Gambia to strengthen the surveillance system and the capacity of the staff of the National Public Health Laboratory (NPHL). The main objective was the establishment of two pilots syndromic sentinel
surveillance sites in the country for early detection of pathogens and rapid response to outbreaks. During the process, several meetings were organized with stakeholders of the Ministry of Health (MoH) of the Gambia in order to identify the two sentinel sites following objective selection criteria such as geographic relevance, connectivity with other healthcare facilities and logistic for samples transportation. During the assessment visit, the heads of each structure were provided with mission terms and procedures for selecting the sentinel sites using a selection tool. On January 23, 2023, at the Bansang Hospital in the upper river region of the Gambia was finally chosen as the first sentinel site in Gambia because of proximity with the Casamance region of Senegal which has experience with arboviruses and respiratory viruses outbreaks. In this site, a training session was conducted on sentinel surveillance procedures, including inclusion criteria, daily epidemiological data transmission, individual case form submission, sample collection and transport, biosecurity and biological safety, and sentinel surveillance equipment was made available. Meanwhile, the National Public Health Laboratory (NPHL) staff benefited a four-day practical training on the reception and diagnosis of suspected cases of arboviruses, respiratory viruses and Hemorrhagic Fever Viruses. At the end of the mission by February 2023, the two syndromic sentinel surveillance sites were set up to enabling them for early detection and investigation of epidemic-potential diseases, with trained staff for real-time data sharing and enhanced collaboration between structures and actors at the central level.

On September 2023, the RISLNET project at two chosen sites conducted a syndromic surveillance system for arboviruses and respiratory infections. The EDC received information from the NPHL confirming a positive case of the chikungunya virus from Bansang General Hospital. The patient was a 11 to 15-year-old female from the CRR’s and her lab-assigned number was AR/23/85 (which is an anonymized lab number).
The EDC informed its partners and stakeholders (NPHL, NMCP, IPD, DHS, DPHS and WHO country Office) of the information when it was received, and it also gave advice to Bansang General Hospital, which treated the patient on August 2023. The EDC assigned the CRR regional surveillance officer to conduct a joint investigation with Bansang General Hospital and produce a report.

Objectives

According to the investigation, the following objectives were set;

1. To identify the source of the outbreak
2. To determine the magnitude of the outbreak
3. To develop and implement control measures

On late August 2023, the Bansang General Hospital staff detected arbovirus on a girl aged between 11 to 15 years and collected and preserved a blood sample at the hospital's lab. Along with the blood sample, a case investigation form was completed and delivered to the NPHL. On September 2023, the blood sample was sent to the NPHL via the Sample Referral Network (SRN). On mid September 2023, the sample was analyzed by the NPHL, and it turned positive.

The examined sample was then forwarded to the WHO reference Laboratories on the September 2023 at the Institut Pasteur de Dakar - Senegal (IPD) for confirmatory testing. The sample suggests positive for Chikungunya in this case as well. Four samples, including the positive case, were collected from the positive patient’s close contacts.

Findings

The case was a girl aged between 11 to 15 years old, case did not travel outside The Gambia. There were no visitors prior to the onset of the disease. Blood Samples were collected and analyzed and the time between sample collection at the Hospital and the turnaround time was found to be three weeks which is not a good practice for infectious disease control. The sample was found to be positive for Chikungunya with
CT value of 19.82 using protocol previously described (6) and the sample was sent for confirmation at the reference laboratory at IPD and sample analysis at IPD took less than 12 hours to confirm Chikungunya Positive.

The child had no Infant Welfare Card (IWC) at the time of investigation and during case investigation, four samples were collected from the close contacts and analyzed at the NPHL on September 2023 and all samples including the positive case were negative (Figure S1).

A target enrichment standard hybridization workflow using Twist Biosciences Comprehensive Viral Research Panel (CVRP) was used to obtain the viral whole genome. The RNA extract was reverse transcribed with the SuperScript IV Reverse Transcriptase kit (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher, USA), and cDNA was fragmented before a telomere repair, a dA-Tailing, a ligation step with Universal Twist adapters before a final libraries amplification as previously described (6). A single pooled library was prepared from the indexed samples, and hybridized targets were bound to streptavidin beads. Enriched sample libraries were loaded onto a Illumina iSeq 100 sequencer, as recommended by the manufacturer.

Phylogenetic analysis showed that the strain identified in Gambia 2023 belongs to the West African genotype of CHIKV and groups with previous sequences from both human and mosquitoes samples collected during an ongoing outbreak in eastern Senegal (Figure 1; Phylogenetic tree). highlighting a probable transboundary circulation of CHIKV between Gambia and Senegal.

To our knowledge, this is the first report of an autochthonous CHIKV infection ever identified in The Gambia. Genomic analysis highlight that the CHIKV emergence in The Gambia is linked to the ongoing outbreak in Senegal, indicating the viral strain's spread across both countries' borders. Previous evidence of circulation of arboviruses between the two countries has already been reported in the past. Indeed, in 2018, a serologically confirmed fatal case of Rift Valley fever had already been reported after a round trip between Gambia and Senegal (7). In the same year, the 2020-2021 Yellow
fever outbreak in eastern Senegal was linked to a strain detected in 2018 from a Dutch traveler who fell ill after staying in Gambia and Senegal (8).

Urban development and increased trade lead to economic and societal gains, but also trigger potential changes in arboviruses epidemiology necessitating a cross-country collaboration and mitigation strategies. On the other hand, biological, socioeconomic, and ecological changes increase the risk of viral respiratory infections emergence and transmission worldwide (11).

The dual challenge of climate change and pandemics necessitates a comprehensive surveillance approach for (re-)emerging infectious diseases. The syndromic sentinel surveillance system showed its efficiency as a early warning system and outbreak response in Senegal (12,13).
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Figure 1: Maximum Likelihood (ML) tree depicted the relationship of sequenced Gambian CHIKV cases with global sequences. Viruses belonging to West African genotype are colored in green; Gambian sequence is colored in yellow. Patient sequences identifying number (AR85) is anonymized and unknown outside lab staff members.
Figure S1. Timeline of Key events related to detected CHIKV case